
Summer Newsletter



IN THIS ISSUE�
WELCOME to our Summer

newsletter for families, governors

and stakeholders to find out all

about what has been happening

over the past term here at Spring

Brook Lower! We would like to take

this opportunity to wish all of our

pupils, staff and families all the

very best for the summer break

ahead.
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INTERACT WITH US!
You can keep up with what we’re doing here at Spring Brook Lower via our Facebook

page and through our weekly blogs. The New Bridge Group Twitter and Facebook

pages also provide regular updates from across the New Bridge family. We love to

see your feedback and comments and look forward to sharing our activities and

adventures with you!



MESSAGE FROM the GOVERNORS

As we come to the end of another year, the Governors wish to thank the staff for

their hard work once again.

As proof of that hard work there are several achievements that we can celebrate:

• ADHD accreditation after the submission of a portfolio of evidence 

• Rising Stars reading scheme which acknowledges that the children have

increased their reading ages (in some cases from 6 - 13) 

• Funding for the Forest School which is giving the children the facility to learn

in an outdoor environment 

One achievement which I personally enjoyed was being able to join the children and

staff for Christmas lunch for the first time in 2 years. It was a lovely happy occasion

and many of the governors were there.

This year we have not been able to go on residential trips but a memorable time was

had by the year 6 children when they had a sleep over in school.

Several outdoor trips have been enjoyed during the year and it is good to know that

the children have shown exemplary behaviour each time. So, heartfelt thanks are due

to all the teachers who give their time selflessly and to the children who

demonstrated to us that the impression they give to the general public is of well

behaved children enjoying learning time outside the classroom.

Thanks also to you, the parents and carers, who support your children and enable

them to enjoy a rich and diverse experience whilst in school and in outside activities.

Happy holiday……………. keep safe!



Head of site
That time of year is upon us again, and crikey, it seems

to get busier and busier every year!  

School numbers have risen to an all-time high of 47 this

year which resulted in us opening a new class just before

Easter.  We are set to open in September with more than

40 children, and in fact, given the rate that new

consultations are arriving, I wouldn’t be surprised if we

open completely full.  This is testimony to the reputation

of our school, which means it is frequently being named

in EHCPs by schools in Oldham and the surrounding

boroughs.  We have created some additional positions

that we are recruiting for currently to ensure that all our

children, and their families, can be fully supported in

September.  

As I write this, I am actually on our Y6 sleepover! They

have had a great week of celebrations and are currently

all snoring their heads off!  Great fun has been had by all,

but none of this would be possible without the dedication

of our staff team, who are willing and able to give up their

own time to help the children create these memories. 

I hope that you all have a wonderful summer.  Take care

everyone, and we will see you all in September! 

Best wishes, 

Toni Thomason 



Class 2  have been studying the

rainforest. They found out about the

climate and discussed different kinds

of shelter that they may need there.

Given a selection of tents, the

children had to work together to put

them up, try them for size and then

debate which, if any, would be

suitable for a trip to the Amazon.  In

Maths, they have been studying units

of measurement. The class had to

design their own table setting and

measure the distance between each

item, so that every other setting

could be laid out identically.

Camping in the Amazon



Jewish Museum and 
Forest School Fun

As part of their RE topic, Class

3 had a visit to the wonderful

Jewish Museum in Manchester.

The class learned about

different rituals, ceremonies and

celebrations within the Jewish

faith and all left much better

informed than when they

arrived. Forest School has

continued to play a big part in

their curriculum, made all the

more exciting by the grant that

we were awarded by Jigsaw Homes. This has seen the purchase of

many items of new equipment, including large tarpaulins for den

making, additional cooking equipment, an outdoor wood-fired pizza

oven, a hammock to sling between trees and most importantly, a

robust new trolley for moving it all about in! 



Team work has been the name of the game

in Class 4, and we are attacking this from

every angle! In Maths, the boys have been

using a new lesson style that sees them

using talking partners more, something that

they have struggled with in the past, but are

now developing new skills in. In PE, fun

games where there are winners and losers

are being played, again allowing the children

to develop strategies to cope with being

disappointed. Another first for Spring Brook

was a trip to Alexandra Park to use their

Ability Wheelz facility. To say they loved it

was an understatement! What a fantastic

resource this is, and so close to school. It’s

available at weekends and in the holidays

too if you fancy having a go?

Team work makes 
the dream work!



Busy, busy, busy 
Class 5� Phew 
Class 5  have certainly been busy recently!

They have found the story about the Lazy

Farmer really amusing. Each child was given

an event from the story to re-write in their

own words and these have been put

together to create their own class book.

Lots of activities have gone alongside this,

from milking cows (not real ones!), making

tractors, collecting eggs, digging up and

planting their own vegetables. They have

been writing instructions in English, about

brushing their teeth, playing lots of games that require them to work together, used the

building blocks to build towers and mansions, played shop, learnt about why and how

Christians celebrate Easter, made hot-cross-buns and even been on a nature hunt!



There was excitement in the

air the day had finally

arrived…the Spring Brook

Lower sports day! The

weather was kind and the

children headed up to the

field to be welcomed by a

guard of honour from the

Activate Students. These are

our college students whose

studies have a strong focus

on Sport.  Mr Lawrence, our

PE teacher, also teaches

Activate and wanted them to organise and run the event as

part of their own development.  They set up the field, grouped

the children into teams, supported, encouraged and led the

whole school warm up! Our own children were superb. Team

work and good sportsmanship were high on the agenda, with

every single child being cheered over the line in every event.

Medals were awarded and everybody enjoyed the day. 

Sports Day 2022
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